PWG WIMS CIM Alignment
Conference Call Minutes
April 12, 2007
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General Discussion
•

Minutes from the April 5th teleconference (see

ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/wims/minutes/cim_070405.pdf) were approved

(with Walt’s name spelling change noted).
•

Rick sent next revision of the PrintOutputTray CR to CIM Core. The
document is in ballot through this week.

•

The input from other PWG members to order the list of CIM MOF classes

to be implemented by the working group was review.

o The rationale for the proposed order submitted was discussed.
o Pete would like to move the Alerts Table higher on the list of
prioritized modeling activities.
o Channel to be moved down. Alerts will be move up on the list.
o Rick suggested we use a string (not a number) to create model
correspondence for alerts. The numbers are weak references. Ira
suggested the numbers are already established and should be
reused. The consensus is to use the IDs already established in the
MIB.
•

Ira / Rick to generate a new prioritized list for review on the mailing list.

•

Rick suggested that CR’s can be submitted in parallel after the first is
accepted by CIM Core. Ira suggested we have InputTray and Marker
ready for next week.

Counter Specification:
•

Bill submitted new document to the mailing list. No comments / changes
expected.

•

Ira'
s first working draft of Counter MIB v2 was discussed:
ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/wims/wd/wd-wimscountmib20-20070331.mib
- ASN.1 only - compiles without warnings in Epilogue and SMICng
ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/wims/wd/wd-wimscountmib20-20070331.pdf
- PDF - color-highlighted ASN.1 of MIB.

•

Samsung made a comment to the e-mail reflector that will require another
revision of the MIB.

•

Ira summarized the changes / features added to Counter MIBv2 (see Bill’s
agenda e-mail: “Re: WIMS> CIM: 12 April Noon EDT - WIMS-CIM Telecon”,
dated Wed 4/11/2007 10:28 PM).

•

A MS Word document will need to be regenerated from the ASN.1 to satisfy
the requirements for moving the MIB to a standard. Perhaps a “redline
changes” can be generated.

Next Steps / Open Actions:
•

Ira / Rick to generate a new prioritized list for review on the mailing list.

•

Ira to give to Bill a list of changes to be made to the counter
specification.

•

Bill to generate a new Counter MIB specification (MS Word document)
using the latest ASN.1 from Ira.

•

Next teleconference scheduled for April 19, 2007 to discuss a draft
presentation and activities for the next face-to-face meeting.

